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Naeema
Tareq Taqi
AHIS Class 2018
University of Bahrain - English Literature
AHIS has actually helped me in so many ways, before
entering the school as a 3rd grader. I owe it to the
school teachers’ help whom they believed in me and
helped me greatly. The school’s culture had helped me
succeed in believing in myself and achieving the things
I truly want. When it comes down to the best memory
at AHIS it’s impossible to narrow it down to one
favorite because every event held at the school was
motivational and educational. Although I would say, the
senior trip to Dubai has the dearest memories of all.
AHIS is probably the only school I’ve been to that
puts a lot into teaching its students and wanting them
to achieve their goals and see them grow. I carry my
school with pride for it had taught me many things that
I still cherish, AHIS had taught me to believe in myself
and to be confident and to always stand to what’s right
and that my opinion needs to be heard.

Abdullah
Eyad Alkuwari
AHIS Class 2019
Bahrain Polytechnic - Accounting
In 2015, I graduated from AHIS after spending
ten amazing years at a school that felt like my
second home and family. Participating in various
leadership and entrepreneurship programs
has extended my skills and developed my
personality, and was rewarded for displaying
strong leadership abilities.
To mention a few of the programs like INJAZ
and TRADE quest. Those ten years will never be
forgotten because of the shared memories and
the lessons learned with countless people that I
have met.
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Ahmed
Ebrahim Al Awadhi
AHIS Class 2019
Bahrain Polytechnic - Mechanical Engineer
I proudly joined AHIS from 9th grade until
graduation. Currently, I am studying Mechanical
Engineer in Polytechnic university. AHIS has
given me the feeling of having a place where my
teachers were increasingly similar to a second
family to me. Real- life learning opportunities
at AHIS helped me shape my personality. The
school’s culture was amazingly inspirational and
I had the best social life and developed valuable
friendship bonds. AHIS management team always
encourage student to go above and beyond. For
instance, in my junior year the school gave me all
the support and encouragement for me to join
the student council. AHIS is one of a kind school
that focuses on students’ talents and prepare
them to be successful figures in their community.

Ali
Al-Hellow
AHIS Class 2019
Bahrain Polytechnic - Mechanical Engineer
After spending two years at AHIS it felt like I had
been with them since childhood. I cherish all
the unforgettable memories with my colleagues
who were more like a second family to me. I
enjoyed spending time with all the faculty, and
because of them I never felt alone; professors
were enormously motivational and constantly
guiding us to seek the best. I would like to thank
all my teachers, friends, and my family who
supported me through it all.
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Faris
Wazani
AHIS Class 2020
University of Munich - Medicine
AHIS provides students with the opportunity to
form their educational path according to their
individual needs. This happens through a unique
collaboration between students and educators. I
joined AHIS in 2006 and graduated in 2020. AHIS
program and teachers helped me transition at ease
with the appropriate support and guidance from
all teachers and management team members.
The AHIS system shaped me into an academicallyfocused and independently-driven student. I
always tell my friends about my experience at
AHIS, and I call it ‘my wonderful years’. I’m just
proud to be an AHIS graduate.

Salah
Mohammed Al Anni
AHIS Class 2020
Bahrain Polytechnic - Mechanical Engineer
AHIS helped me excel in many ways as enhancing my team work
and time management abilities and skills. But what’s more important
is the mentoring and coaching support that I received from their
faculty members, that helped me decide on my future career goals.
One of my most memorable memories are the field trips with my
classmates, friends and teachers.
AHIS had many special gatherings and events but one of my
favorites is attending the red hall for a special occasion such as
voting for student council, clubs, bake sales and etc.
My experience with AHIS is excellent and I want to thank everyone
from teachers, staff and classmates.
If I had to describe my teachers, I would be speechless and there
wouldn’t be any words to describe them because of how remarkable
and excellent they were with us as students and graduates.
AHIS enhanced and improved my skills in time
management and knowing when to use it between
school and the outside world also it helped me assure
my self-confidence and motivation between the
school life and the outside world with thinking
outside the box.
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Fatima
Fawzi Yousif
AHIS Class 2020
RCSI - Medicine
Spending 15 fruitful years at Al-Hekma
International School shaped the person I am
today. I graduated from AHIS in 2020 with tons
of warm memories and the power to embrace
life and pursue my dreams. What I love mostly
about AHIS is mentoring and coaching of my
teachers who cared enough to help me find what
I am most passionate about. I have received
the support, guidance and motivation from my
teachers and peers. I’m grateful for everything the
school has offered me and the path they helped
me seek.

Yasmeen
Osama Ashour
AHIS Class 2020
American university of Bahrain - Industrial Engineering
AHIS constant guidance helped me and my classmates to
always go the extra mile in performing our best and never
give up. My teachers always believed in me and would
challenge my knowledge, always believing that I could do
better. My best memory at AHIS would be our graduation
ceremony due to its uniqueness. Also, I will never forget
the staffs’ effort in succeeding in making our graduation
day a memorable one. What makes AHIS special from
all the other schools I have attended, is the strong
friendships we built. As soon as I joined this school, I
could immediately tell everyone was so loving and caring.
I couldn’t ask for better friends. My experience with AHIS
was great. Although I joined in my senior year, I still made
so many memories and long-lasting friendships. My
teachers were amazing and cared about everyone.
My teachers were very caring and never discriminated
between the students. They treated everyone equally and
fairly. They would challenge us and bring the best out of
all of us.
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